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Matte Finishes
In the past few years, Matte finishes have
grown in popularity among refinishers and
OEM designers.

SU4985 and SLV4985 Universal Matting Agents are
designed for use across product lines with
compatible PPG topcoats. Motor manufacturers
have been introducing various degrees of gloss in
basecoat clearcoat finishes for bumper, clad and
trim colors.
There are five levels of gloss available for
clearcoats ranging from flat to semigloss. Gloss
levels are represented as FC01-FC05. The level of
SU4985 or SLV4985 in the formula will determine
the degree of gloss. The correct ratios for these
gloss levels can be found in the TouchMix®
Computer System or on the product information
sheet.

Using the appropriate color undercoat can improve
the number of coats until hiding is achieved thus
saving time and material. PPG has designed a
chromatic undercoat system for use under their
topcoats. When a color is accessed on one of
PPG’s color formulation systems, along with the
recipes for the color there is a recommendation for
the undercoat color. These are listed G1 (white) thru
G7 (black) and everything in the middle a shade of
gray G2-G6. Shades of gray (white thru black) are
easier to hide than red, blue or green undercoats.
Fewer coats of color till hiding means less money
spent on the most expensive layer of the finish,
color! Plus you save time in not applying 4 coats or
more with flash times in between. PPG now has
spray out cards for each separate undercoat color
G1-G7 so it will be easier to get a color match when
doing a spray out.

Penske Racing driver, Helio Castroneves, will be
racing in the PPG-themed Indy car August 4th at
the Honda Indy 200 at Mid-Ohio and September
1st at the Grand Prix of Baltimore.

